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We review how the large c expansion of General Relativity leads to an effective theory
in the form of Twistless Torsional Newton-Cartan gravity. We show how this is a strong
field expansion around the static sector of General Relativity and illustrate this through
two examples.
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1. Introduction
Weak field and/or nonrelativistic approximations of General Relativity (GR) have
various applications, see e.g. Ref. 1 for an introduction. These approximations are
typically worked out in an adapted coordinate system. To the author’s knowledge
a covariant expansion of GR in the (inverse) speed of light c was not systematically
studied before the work of Dautcourt2 in the ’90s. In that work it is assumed that
the coefficient of c2 in the relativistic connection vanishes and with this assumption
the leading and subleading orders of the expansion reproduce Newtonian and post-
Newtonian gravity respectively, see also Ref. 3. Because the formalism is manifestly
covariant one reproduces (post-)Newtonian gravity in a covariant formalism, so
called Newton-Cartan (NC) gravity. The analysis of Ref. 2 leaves however two
questions: 1) why this assumption on the connection? 2) how come a large c
expansion automatically leads to a small GN result? Indeed, as was recently shown
4,
these two questions are closely related: relaxing the assumption on the connection
introduces (nonrelativistic) strong gravitational effects, in particular time dilation.
Working out the expansion in full detail one obtains at leading order a generalization
of Newtonian gravity, where this effect of time dilation is encoded as a torsion in
the NC connection.a
2. Review of the large c expansion
In the large c expansion2–4 one starts from an expansion of the metric and its inverse
in (evenb) powers of c−1:
gµν =
∞∑
i=−1
(2i)
gµνc
−2i gµν =
∞∑
i=0
(2i)
g µνc−2i (1)
aSince this talk was presented some further related work appeared5,6.
bIt is consistent to consider only even powers of c, odd powers are allowed to appear however and
including them is interesting7.
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The key physical input – that time is related to space through a factor c – translates
to the assumption that
(-2)
gµν is of rank 1 and negative, so we can write
(-2)
gµν = −τµτν (2)
One needs to impose the condition that gµν and g
µν are each others inverse. For
the leading term of the inverse metric this implies it is purely spatial, i.e. a rank
three symmetric tensor orthogonal to the time direction:
(0)
g µν = hµν with hµντν = 0 (3)
At subleading order one finds that4
(0)
gµν = −2Φˆτµτν + hˆµν (2)g µν = −τˆµτˆν + βˆµν (4)
where τν τˆ
ν + hˆµρh
ρν = δνµ τˆ
ρτˆσhˆρσ = 0 τµβˆ
µν = 0.
Expanding the metric compatibility equation for the relativistic covariant deriva-
tive naturally leads to the nonrelativistic connection4
(nc)
Γ λµν =
1
2
hλρ
(
∂µhˆρν + ∂ν hˆµρ − ∂ρhˆµν + 2∂ρΦˆτµτν − 4Φˆ(τµ∂[ντρ] + τν∂[µτρ])
)
+τˆλ∂µτν
(5)
This connection is compatible with the Newton-Cartan structure, i.e.
(nc)
∇µhνλ = 0
and
(nc)
∇µτν = 0, but has torsion
(nc)
T λµν = 2τˆ
λ∂[µτν].
One can now insert the expansion (1) into the relativistic Ricci tensor and expand
it in turn in powers of c−2. Equating each term to zero will provide an expansion of
the vacuum Einstein equationsc. At leading order the Einstein equation is equivalent
to
τ[µ∂ντλ] = 0 . (6)
The geometric interpretation of the equation (6) is two-fold: first it implies that
τµ defines a foliation and hence a global time direction, second it implies that the
torsion of the connection (5) is twistless8, and the related geometry is referred to
as Twistless Torsional Newton Cartan (TTNC) geometry.
The next to leading order Einstein equation provides an equation for this torsion:
hλρ(
(nc)
∇λaˆρ − aˆλaˆρ) = 0 , where aˆµ = Lτˆτµ . (7)
At next to next to leading order the expanded relativistic Ricci tensor provides
an equation for the Ricci tensor of the Newton-Cartan connection (5), see Ref. 4
for the actual expression, we’ll here simply refer to it as the ’Ricci equation’. The
component of this Ricci equation proportional to τµτν provides the Poisson equation
for the Newtonian potential Φ. The Ricci equation together with (7) provide a
system of equations for the fields determining the TTNC geometry and for this
reason we’ll refer to the theory formed by these equations as TTNC gravity.
cSee Ref. 4 for the contributions of the energy momentum tensor.
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In summary, up to next to next to leading order in a c−2 expansion GR is
effectively described by TTNC gravity.
3. TTNC gravity as an expansion around static GR
One of the defining features of NC geometry is that it is covariant under 4 dimen-
sional diffeomorphisms. But since in TTNC there is a well defined time direction
– specified by τµ – on which all observers agree, this 4 dimensional diffeomorphism
covariance is somewhat artificial. Indeed, from a physical point of view it might be
more natural to introduce an explicit time coordinate t, such that τµ = e
λ(t,x)δtµ,
the most general form allowed by (6). This choice of time breaks 4 dimensional
diffeomorphisms to 3 dimensional time dependent diffeomorphisms.d It has the
advantage that it removes a number of unphysical components of the fields and
makes the physical field content more explicit. After this partial gauge fixing the
expansion (2, 3, 4) can be rewritten as
ds2 = −c2 eλdt2 + e−λhijdxidxj − 2eλdt(Φdt− Cidxi)
+c−2
(
(e−λβij − eλCiCj)dxidxj +Bidtdxi + Σdt2
)
+O(c−4) (8)
The physical fields are then a scalar λ, a spatial 3-metric hij , the Newtonian po-
tential Φ, a vectorfield Ci and a symmetric 3-tensor βij
e. This formulation makes
manifest the connection between the NC torsion and the time-like warpfactor of GR,
both determined by λ. Contrary to the Newtonian potential Φ, which is the con-
tribution to the warp factor at zeroth order the potential λ appears at the higher
order c2, it encodes a strong gravitational effect that is absent in the weak field
post-Minkowskian approximation.
The TTNC gravitational equations, (7) and the Ricci equation, take the follow-
ing form in this formulation (Kij = 2∂[iCj] , Gi = −∂iΦ− e− 12λ∂t(e 12λCi)):
∇i∂iλ = 0 Rij = 1
2
∂iλ∂jλ (9)
1
2
∇j (e2λKij) = −hjk∇[j h˙i]k − 1
2
(hjkh˙jk − λ˙)∂iλ− ∂iλ˙+ h˙ij∂jλ (10)
−e 32λ∇i(e 12λGi) = T [λ¨, h¨, ∂φ,∇β] (11)
The first important point to note is the hierarchical nature of the above equa-
tions. The first two equations (9) form an independent closed system of equations
for hij(t, x) and λ(t, x) wich determines their spatial dependence but leaves the time
dependence free. The third equation (10) is an equation that determines the spatial
dependence of Ci(t, x) and takes the time derivatives of hij and λ as input sources.
The last equation (11) is an equation containing ∆Φ and can thus be identified with
dSee e.g. Ref. 9 for some details on the precise relation between the 4d diffeomorphisms, Milne
boosts and 3d time dependent diffeomorphisms.
eNote that the fields Bi and Σ will not appear in the equations to the order of the expansion we
consider in this work.
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the Newtonian Poisson equation, interestingly it contains second time derivatives
of hij and λ, and spatial derivatives of Ci as sources
f .
Secondly one observesg that the equations (9) are essentially the static Einstein
equations. Indeed any static metric can be written in the form ds2 = −c2 eλ˜(x)dt2+
e−λ˜(x)h˜ij(x)dxidxj and for such an ansatz the vacuum Einstein equations reduce to
equations of the form (9). The key difference between (9) and the static Einstein
equations is that contrary to λ˜ and h˜ij the fields λ and hij are time-dependent. We
come to the conclusion that λ and hij correspond to solutions of the static Einstein
equations with any integration constants replaced by arbitrary functions of time.
Such time-dependent deviations from static solutions then source the equations for
the higher order fields, starting a series of corrections. One thus sees that the large
c-expansion is an expansion around the static sector of GR. In particular any static
solutionh of GR will also be an exact (i.e. contrary to infinite series) solution of
the effective TTNC gravity theory (by putting all fields other than λ, hij to zero.)
This makes very concrete how the large c-expansion is an extension of Newtonian
gravity that also contains strong gravitational effects: indeed all the non-linearities
of the static sector of GR are included.
4. Non-static examples
This interpretation of the large c-expansion as an expansion around the static sector
of GR can best be explored in some non-static examples.
4.1. Kerr black hole
The Kerr black hole is a good starting point as it is no longer static but still station-
ary. The metrici contains two physical parameters M = mGNc
−2 a = J(mc)−1 =
Ac−1. We consider the ’strong field’4 expansion c → ∞ with M and A fixed.
Comparing with (8) one finds
λ = log
(
1− 2M
r
)
hijdx
idxj = dr2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)
r2dΩ2 (12)
Cidx
i = 2
AM
r
sin2 θ
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dφ Φ =
A2M
r3
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
cos2 θ (13)
fNote that we refrained from spelling out these source terms explicitely here. They can be obtained
from Ref. 4 and as was pointed out there one can remove βij from (11) by a gauge transformation.
A better, gauge-independent, understanding has emerged from work5 that appeared after this talk
was presented: at one lower order there will appear an additional equation for βij not including
other new fields. Together with the equation (11) this will form a closed system determining the
spatial dependence of Φ and βij .
gThis was pointed out by J. Raeymaekers.
hThe example of the Schwarzschild black hole was worked out in Ref. 4 and extends to other
examples such as Tolmann-Oppenheimer-Volkov fluid stars10.
iWe follow the notation of Ref. 11.
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This example – of which one can check that it solves (9-11) – shows the Kerr black
hole as a nonrelativistic expansion around the Schwarzschild black hole, which is a
solution to (12)4. The non-zero rotation of Kerr – i.e. A – translates to a non-zero
Cφ and Φ. Note that the fields above only express the first terms in an infinite
expansion of the Kerr metric. For these first terms to be a good approximation of
the relativistic metric one needs the condition
r  r+ + A
2
Mc2
+O(c−4) , (14)
which means that at a distance A
2
Mc2 from the outer horizon the nonrelativistic
approximation breaks down. Interestingly the strong field expansion remains valid
for large radii where gravity becomes weak and where it overlaps with the post-
Newtonian expansion obtained by keeping m and J fixed as c→∞. This suggests
that the TTNC effective theory is a resummation of the post-Newtonian series.
4.2. Oppenheimer-Snyder collapse
Realistic dynamic situations can be far from stationary, and so it is interesting to
explore what additional effects can appear in their large c-expansion. To this aim we
shortly present some aspects of the nonrelativistic expansion of the Oppenheimer-
Snyder solution12 which describes the collapse of a ball of dust. This solution
depends on two parameters: r0, the initial radius of the ball and M = mGNc
−2,
its total mass. It is composed of two metrics – an FRW universe inside the ball
and the Schwarzshild metric outside – glued together along the worldtube of the
ball’s surface. This surface follows a radial geodesic in the Schwarschild geometry,
see figure 1, and can be described through the curve rmatch(t), with r and t the
standard Schwarzschild coordinates.
r
r02M
Schwarzschild
FRW
ct
Fig. 1. Space-time of a collapsing ball of dust.
Again we’ll be interested in a ’strong field’4 expansion, where we keep r0 and
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M fixed as c→∞, and one finds
rmatch(t) ≈ 2M
(
1 + 2
√
r0
2M
− 1 e− ct2M +O(e− ctM )
)
(15)
Note that the expansion here is of a very different type than the standard Newtonian
expansion which holds far away from the ball of dust, just after the collapse has
started. In (15) we are close to the event where the ball forms a horizon, both
in space and time, the green box in figure 1. There gravity is strong and non-
Newtonian, still it is nonrelativistic. That this is the case follows from the well-
known – but ever intriguing – fact that an outside observer never sees a horizon
form. For such an observer the radial velocity of the shell goes asymptotically to zero
again at late times, making it describable by non-relativistic physics. Interestingly
though we see that the form of the first correction in (15) is non-perturbative in
large c. It appears that to describe the nonrelativistic gravitational fields of such a
collapsing ball one would need a transseries extension of the ansatz (1).
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